
How to lead for wellbeing in a changing world
Manage yourself with 10 key tips

LIVE 'wise selfishly' - like your wellbeing
matters as a duty of care to self

LEARN about mental health and
wellbeing as a leadership capability 

Treat as a high priority, emerging differentiator of success
Avoid over-emphasis on individual resiliency
Acquire evidence -based protective strategies and practices to
minimise risks and promote optimal conditions for thriving
Apply the Thriving, Striving, Struggling and Languishing continuum of
wellbeing to ensure 100% inclusivity of wellbeing and mental health

Treat yourself as if you are someone important - be kind to self
Put your own oxygen mask on first - self-compassion
View your wellbeing as a subjective and delicate balancing act 
Factor in the volume and complexity of all the professional and
personal demands you experience at any given time
Focus on replenishing your physical, psychological, social, emotional,
and cognitive energies and sense of purpose as the key resources to
sustain  your capacity 

Create a positive 'ripple effect' 
Lead by example - show your team how you work (and live) in
ways which are not detrimental to your health or wellbeing
Role-modelling good wellbeing practices also authorises and
empowers a team to do the same for themselves

LEAD for others' wellbeing by role
modelling and giving permission 

Take a holistic view Develop 4 wellbeing proficiences

Be ever mindful of how quickly things can change; be on guard to
detect imbalances early. Early, corrective action or 'prevention' is
generally better than a radical 'cure' or late change 
Focus on replenishing your resources and controlling levels of
demand
Build immunity to 'ongoing unknowingness' and the 'VUCA’ world
– accept what you can't control (or predict) and create as much
structure and rhythm as you can
Stop ‘brain bombing’ and over extending your brain;  minimise risk
of hidden inflammation and cognitive fatigue
Be more deliberate and disciplined about your technology usage,
and become more aware of what emotional drivers and rewards
are in play
Keep your thinking brain under control to stop it dominating your
your emotional, social, and physical needs
‘Mind your mind’.  Be careful what you expose your mind to, what
you give your attention to, and challenge faulty/unhelpful thinking
patterns
Try to locate, label and describe your emotions as an everyday
habit – this helps you self-calibrate and return to equilibrium
Make an independent judgement around un/acceptable work and
personal life patterns and habits. Each person is unique
 

Identify what matters most to you, develop ‘a sacrosanct set of core
minimum boundaries’ and use these limits as preventative
strategies and acts of kindness
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reviewing  
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Anxiety Intense feelings of distress, hard to control arising from
stress and worry
Stress Intense physical, bodily reactions reactions, hard to control
Worry Intense negative overwhelming thoughts , hard to control
Depression  Persistent low mood, sadness, lack of interest or
pleasure, being withdrawn  
Burnout Emotional, physical, and mental exhaustion caused by
prolonged stress
Low psychological safety A person's belief they will be punished
or humiliated for speaking up 
Workplace incivility Low-intensity form of interpersonal micro-
aggressions with ambiguous intent 

Be a role model by not pushing yourself too hard 
Encourage vulnerability, help-seeking and leaning on others
Build a supportive, kind, trusting team dynamic and culture
Monitor, simplify and clarify workloads - absolute and relative
Be realistic about deadlines and time pressures
Push back on stakeholder unreasonableness. Say no
Create or 'craft' roles and projects with maximum autonomy
Eliminate monotonous or unchallenging work
Improve reward and recognition for healthy work behaviours
Stop delegating too late, badly or not at all; don't be a micro-manager

Monitor for these signs

How often are you ‘in the zone’, bored or
procrastinating?

 

What are you doing to 'mind your mind'?
 

Are you loving what you do and doing what you love?

How can you invest in and protect your key
relationships? 

 

With whom are you being complacent? 
 

Who brings joy and who brings pain? 
 

What's your part in this?

What are you playing for in life/work? 
 

What does success mean to you in life/work?
 

What truly matters most to you now/in future? 
 

What's your driving force?
 

What's your best possible role/life? 

Are you ok? Are you really ok? 
 

What's up? What's really up? 
 

How are you? How are you really? 
 

What's stressing you more than usual? 
 

How can I help? 

If you carry on as you are, what will your health
be like 12 months from now?

 

If you were someone you cared deeply for, what
habits or patterns would you change? 

 

What's not sitting 'okay' with you about your work / 
 personal life? 

 

Who / what is getting the best of you?  
 

What choices can you make to gain more  control?
 

What are you going to stop?
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Ask these (sorts of) questions
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How to minimise the risk of burnout for yourself & your teams
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Scan QR to opt-in for more insights and tips 

Take these actions to Live and Lead 



Wellbeing advisory: providing thought leadership and consultation on wellbeing strategy
development, integration of current state initiatives, embedding wellbeing across multi-function
stakeholders and evaluation of wellbeing outcomes. Data driven insights artound intersections
with performance and psychosocial risk. 

Leader-led wellbeing: delivering individual and group-based wellbeing programs in
partnership with clients and coaching partners to create uniquely tailored, evidence-based and
impactful outcomes for executives and senior professionals. 

Employee wellbeing solutions:  building practical wellbeing literacy capabilities at scale
across whole organisations, with consistency in approach, language, tools, actions and goals.
Achieved through self-paced indiviudal digital development, AI, group webinars or in person
workshops, facilitated learning labs, or hybrid combination.

Wellbeing practitioner support: supporting in-house teams to develop their  specialist
wellbeing capabilities, by transferring tools and approaches through rigorous best practice and
co-creating in areas of emerging know-how.
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Our services. 
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